“As a samurai, I must strengthen my character;
as a human being I must perfect my spirit.”
-Yamaoka Tesshū

White Paper v.1.0
Contract:
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0xc8ad d2d3e0b378b9859c77b3e2673229a6398a

About $BUSHIDO
BUSHIDO token has been created as a response to an increasing amount
of scams in crypto community known as “pump-and-dump” schemes - a
fraud that involves a empts to boost the price of a cryptocurrency
through lies or misleading statements.
We believe that such malicious prac ces greatly hurt the image of crypto
world and in order to ght that trend we have created BUSHIDO.
Such name for the token has not been chosen by coincidence. Bushidō
(“The way of the warrior”) is the code of honour and morals developed by
the Japanese samurai; it is also a moral founda on of our community,
where honour and integrity is valued highly.
The development team for BUSHIDO is focused on the long-term plan
which is why tokenomics have been set so that holders are rewarded (3%
of every transac on is returned to the investors in a form of $BUSHIDO
re ec ons).
As the project develops and gains more following, the development team
for BUSHIDO plans to launch NFT game based on the history of the
Japanese samurai. More details will be shared soon.
Get involved in the project, join our community and shape the future of
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BUSHIDO and en re crypto world.

Roadmap
STAGE 1:
Core Development
Homepage Launch
Fair Launch
Phase 1 of Marke ng
Whitepaper v.1.0

STAGE 2:
BUSHIDO on CoinGecko
BUSHIDO on CoinMarketCap
Phase 2 of Marke ng

STAGE 3:
Partnership Establishment
Development of NFT Game
Phase 3 of Marke ng
New Website Launch

STAGE 4:
CEX Lis ngs

•

NFT Game Launch
NFT Game on smartphones
Phase 4 of Marke ng

•

STAGE 5:
We have a general idea how we would
like to see the token progress. This part
will be lled out a er we deliver
everything listed in the earlier stages
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of the roadmap

Tokenomics
Main focus of $BUSHIDO is to reward long-term investors through
re ec ons and fees high enough to discourage swing trading.
Buy/Sell tax consists of:

•
•
•
•

5% to locked liquidity on Pancakeswap.
3% to $BUSHIDO holders as a reward for long-term holders.
3% to the marke ng wallet used to spread the word about our project.
1% to the contract developer.

Aforemen oned fees cannot be changed since they are hard-coded.
An an -whale measure has been introduced - maximum wallet allowance
is set to 2%.

Token Informa on
Name: BUSHIDOCOIN.COM
Ticker: $BUSHIDO
Network: Binance Smart Chain (BEP-20)
Contract address: 0xc8ad d2d3e0b378b9859c77b3e2673229a6398a
Token type: xed supply, no presale
Total supply: 1,000,000,000,000 $BUSHIDO

Join us at:
Site: h ps://bushidocoin.com
Telegram: h ps://t.me/bushidocoino cial
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“Act with the heart of the warrior.”

